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last august

All financial roads go through the USD.   

I focus on the USD because it is the singe most important factor in getting the Macro picture right.

If you get the USD wrong…the odds of your portfolio doing well…are greatly diminished.

The U.S. Dollar



The Dollar Milkshake Theory

The DMT is an event driven thesis based on the consequences of too much Global Debt.

I think everyone sees the problem.  In my opinion many get the knock-on effects wrong.
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The Dollar Milkshake Theory

From the very beginning, there were 6 main points...

…I wanted to get across.
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1. Interest Rates headed higher

2. Bonds Break

3. Dollar Rises

4. US Equities Rise

5. Gold Rises

6. The US outperforms the Rest of the World



The Dollar Milkshake Theory

Since I first discussed this in summer of 2018…

…rates higher, bonds lower, dollar higher, US equities higher & Gold higher.
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The Dollar Milkshake Theory

Since I said at Macro Voices conference in 2019…

…rates higher, bonds lower, dollar higher, US equities higher & Gold higher.
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1. Interest Rates headed higher

2. Bonds Break

3. Dollar Rises

4. US Equities Rise

5. Gold Rises



The Dollar Milkshake Theory

Since Covid in 2020…

…rates higher, bonds lower, dollar higher, US equities higher & Gold higher.
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1. Interest Rates headed higher

2. Bonds Break

3. Dollar Rises

4. US Equities Rise

5. Gold Rises



The Dollar Milkshake Theory

In my very first interview on this topic…
I said Dollars and Gold would rise together...

…vs other fiat currencies.
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So as far as gold and the dollar rising together, I know that seems kind of contradictory.  But at the end of the day, 
I really don’t think it is.  They’re both currencies, and they’re both measured against all other currencies in the 
world.  And I think in the same way that the yen and euro could rise together, dollars and gold could rise together 
against a number of of different fiat currencies.

When markets start melting down, and when chaos starts to happen, and confidence starts to get lost, and you can 
feel the panic in the streets, that's typically great for gold. So, whether or not things panic and break down in the 
United States, if they panic in Europe, or if they panic in Africa, or they panic in Asia, that's a good opportunity to 
provide a chaos trade, so to speak, or a safe haven trade. And I think dollars will benefit from that, but gold will 
benefit too. And again, we don't need everybody to sell everything they own and go buy gold. The gold market's 
very small on a per capita basis. We just need the rest of the world to put 1% or 2% of their assets in gold, and gold 
doubles. So we don't need a mass exit out of fiat currency into gold for gold to do very well.”

“The other reason that gold and the dollar can rise together is that we talked about gold being a small market. 
Well, if the dollar is rising a lot-- and I mentioned other currencies would be going down a lot-- if those investors do 
start seeking out gold, if Europeans start buying gold en masse, or the Asian continent starts buying gold en 
masse, that can have dramatic implications for supply of gold. And so again, we don't need it to be really big for it 
to impact. And that's another reason why, even though the dollar may be getting a safe haven trade, that gold can 
get a safe-haven trade as well.”



The Dollar Milkshake Theory

Can the DMT be wrong…?  YES!

If the world goes into a Sovereign Debt & Currency crisis, & the USD does not rise vs its fiat peers...

…the theory will be proven wrong.  Until then…
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The U.S. Dollar

When I was last on MacroVoices, the DXY was at 103. 
It is not slightly higher... 

…but chart looks constructive and barring CB intervention I expect it to continue higher.
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The U.S. Dollar

Why is the level of the USD so important? 
Because every economic slowdown & crisis of the last 25 years has coincided with a rising DXY... 

…and I don’t think it will be “different this time”.
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The U.S. Dollar

Based on the Design of the Monetary System, the USD benefits from dual drivers. 
The “USD Smile”... 

…sees the USD benefitting in both economic extremes.
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The U.S. Dollar

Despite many years of QE, multiple bailouts, stimulus programs and helicopter money…

…the DXY is still almost 20% higher than it was at the beginning of 2008 & the GFC.
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The U.S. Dollar

Does this mean the dollar is guaranteed to continue its rally here…?
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Of course not.  But let’s look at a few of its competitors.



The Euro

The Euro broke its long-term support in 2022 and retested the break-down zone earlier this year.

I expect the euro to go back to parity with the USD before ultimately falling to 80.
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The Yen

The BOJ is likely to defend it but I expect the Yen to go to 200…and then 250.
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The Yen also broke long term resistance in 2022 and earlier today tested it next critical level.

*This chart rising is the Yen weakening



USD vs Fiat Peers

The U.S. has committed many Fiscal sins…
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…but it is not alone.



USD vs Fiat Peers

The USD has not only risen vs the Euro and the Yen…
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…it has risen vs almost every currency on the planet.

USD vs Major Currencies

* Source: Bloomberg



USD vs Fiat Peers

The Rest of the World cannot use financial repression to get their way out of their bad debts…
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…because they have massive debts in a currency they cannot control.

USD vs Major Currencies

* Source: Bloomberg



Fiat Currency

“Since they are all being devalued…I don’t need to worry about the relative strength of the USD.”

No...
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Fiat Currency

“Since they are all being devalued…I don’t need to worry about the relative strength of the USD.”
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P
$

P

$
Prices (numerator) tend to get smaller

In a debt based monetary system…this DOES matter.



China

...as China is battling both inflationary and deflationary forces.
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The Yuan is sitting against long term resistance...

*This chart rising is the Yuan weakening



China

...and this is despite a recent 18% rally from the lows.
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Chinese equities are down 38% over last 9 years and down 17% from its post Covid highs...

*This chart rising is the Yuan weakening



China

...and capital outflow is accelerating.
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Foreign Direct Investment into China has collapsed...

*This chart rising is the Yuan weakening



Gold

The long-term chart of Gold looks great.

It has recently broke-out of its 4-year range.  But caution is warranted.
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Gold

Last fall you asked if I thought the dollar was going higher, why I wouldn’t short gold.

I’ll give a similar answer now.
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Silver

The 4-year chart of Silver looks like more of the same for me as it has made a similar move above 
$25 every year for the last 5 years...

…and has now again rejected the top of its 5-year range.  I currently own puts on silver.
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Silver

If it were to break through the high of the range and then back test the breakout...

…I would likely be a buyer.
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Gold

When I have been on Macro Voices in the past, I’ve often said I was expecting a pullback in Gold.

And every time, it did pull back.   It only recently broke out of its 4-year range.
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The S&P 500

I expect a pull a retracement in US Equities...

…but I think it will be short lived and they will then move to new highs.
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last august
August 2022
Macrovoices



US Treasuries

Barring a hard landing/black swan type event, I expect yields to rise.
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The 10 Year US Treasury yield has broken above its long-term channel.



The Bloomberg Commodity Index is down slight since I was here last but up 3% YTD.

…and has remained a frustrating trade for many.
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Commodities

last august



Oil

Oil is up 15% YTD and I believe it is at a critical level…

…and while I have no current position, I expect it to trade lower into the fall.
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Copper

Copper is up 18% YTD but I believe it is due for a pause…

…I currently own puts on Copper (futures) and Southern Copper (equity).
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Wheat had had a huge break-out in 2022…but had large retracement.
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Wheat

I have owned it since last August and it has been violently sideways since then.

last august



Corn also moved higher in 2022 but also pulled back hard…
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Corn

…I bought it last August and it has been a frustrating trade…!

last august



Similar story for Soybeans. A break-out in 2022…but had large retracement.
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Soybeans

I have also owned it since last August and it has also been frustrating…!

last august
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Contact Info

This presentation is not an offer to sell securities of any investment fund or a solicitation of offers to buy any such securities. Securities of the Strong Dollar Fund, LP (the “Fund”) 
managed by Santiago Capital, LLC (the “General Partner”) and IceCap Asset Management (the “Subadvisor”) are offered to selected investors only by means of a complete offering 
memorandum and related subscription materials which contain significant additional information about the terms of an investment in the Fund (such documents, the “Offering 
Documents”). Any decision to invest must be based solely upon the information set forth in the Offering documents, regardless of any information investors may have been 
otherwise furnished, including this presentation.  

This presentation is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part nor may its contents be disclosed to any other person without the express 
consent of the General Partner.

An investment in any strategy, including the strategy described herein, involves a high degree of risk.  There is no guarantee that the investment objective will be achieved.  Past 
performance of these strategies is not necessarily indicative of future results.  There is the possibility of loss and all investment involves risk including the loss of principal.  
Securities of the Fund are not registered with any regulatory authority, are offered pursuant to exemptions from such registration, and are subject to significant restrictions.  

The information in this presentation was prepared by the General Partner and is believed by the General Partner to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed 
to be reliable. General Partner makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Opinions, estimates and projections in this presentation constitute 
the current judgment of General Partner and are subject to change without notice.  Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained in this presentation are necessarily 
speculative in nature and are based upon certain assumptions.  It can be expected that some or all of such assumptions will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual 
results.  Accordingly, any projections are only estimates and actual results will differ and may vary substantially from the projections or estimates shown. This presentation is not 
intended as a recommendation to purchase or sell any commodity or security.  The General Partner has no obligation to update, modify or amend this presentation or to otherwise 
notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, project on, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. 

The description herein of the approach of the General Partner and the targeted characteristics of its strategies and investments is based on current expectations and should not be 
considered definitive or a guarantee that the approaches, strategies, and investment portfolio will, in fact, possess these characteristics. 
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